Your participation in the 2020 Census means We Count.

Native people make up about 2% of the total U.S. population or approximately 5.6 million people. We know this is an undercount. This undercount means we are underfunded and misrepresented, but we can start to change that now.

American Indians and Alaska Natives who complete the census are contributing to better data about us and elevating our chances for key funding toward important programs that impact housing, education, healthcare, transportation, and many others.

Complete the census starting April 1, 2020.

Visit wecount.uihi.org to learn more.

Completing the census is...

Easy
It takes only 10 minutes to complete the census.

Safe
Your information is confidential and protected by law.

Impactful
You can help shape the future of Native communities.

Ensuring urban Indians are represented in the 2020 census
Follow the conversation and share your story
#WeCount #WeAreHere #2020Census